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T
his study examined AI and SE transdisciplinarity to find ways of aligning them to enable the devel-
opment of AI-SE transdisciplinary theory. A literature review and analysis method were used. The
findings are AI and SE transdisciplinarity is tacit with islands within and between them that can be

linked to accelerating their transdisciplinary orientation by codification, internally developing, and externally
borrowing and adapting transdisciplinary theories. Lack of theory has been identified as the major barrier to
maturing the two disciplines as engineering disciplines. Creating AI and SE transdisciplinary theory would
contribute to maturing AI and SE engineering disciplines. Implications of the study are transdisciplinary
theory can support mode 2 and 3 AI and SE innovations; provide an alternative for maturing two disciplines
as engineering disciplines. Study’s originality it’s first in SE, AI, or their intersections.
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1 Introduction

Discipline and field are often used interchangeably [1], which is also the case in computing disciplines.
Discipline has been defined as an area of academic study which constitutes teaching and research in
academic community as a whole [Oxford education dictionary 2015] a group of people in particular field
whose work is directed toward study of phenomena and development of theories [Oxford dictionary of
occupational science and occupational therapy 2017] and a branch of knowledge, learning or teaching
[Open education sociology dictionary). Disciplines have corresponding domains of research, practice and
communities of researchers and practitioners. This study uses term discipline as unit of knowledge that
cannot be divided into parts (fields) that have all discipline core concepts.

Disciplines sometimes start as single fields but with growth branch into two or more fields. There
is a broader increased diversification and specialization of knowledge that blurs traditional boundaries
and challenges organization of science [2]. Discipline legitimatization depends on disciplinary politics.
Politics can be of two types paradigmatic thinking that ring fences disciplines of research philosophies under
their epistemologies and methodologies; and academic seclusions [3]. Transdisciplinarity overcomes these
weaknesses. Discipline formation is based on consensus on what knowledge is shared, shared knowledge
accumulates, legitimatization through institutions in latter formation stages and formation of dense network
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of researchers [2]. The same stages apply to field formation. Discipline’s networks are made of communities
of researchers and practitioners.

Transdisciplinarity is based on principles of searching for unity of knowledge, transcending and integrating
paradigms, participatory development and focusing on relevant social issues [4]. These principles are
important for SE and AI as often software development spans multiple disciplines and some like mobile
phone software are developed to be used by everyone. To become transdisciplinary an individual requires:
institutional transgression, respect for cultural diversity, courage to at times put ones discipline aside and
depend on other disciplines [5]. These enable one to access new knowledge, perspectives and experiences.
Experimentation and using a cycle that builds confidence of adopters of SE methods is one way to increase
method innovations adoption [6]. Making software technology innovation have advantages over software it
substitutes, making it compatible with adopter believes and values, reducing its complexity, allowing limited
experimentation by adopter before adopting [7] build confidence of adopters to adopt. Transdisciplinarity
is relatively new in computing, consequently should be diffused in ways build confidence of adopting
professionals.

Relationship between transdisciplinarity and SE is just beginning to be explored [8]. The exploration
is important because transdisciplinary characteristics of SE discipline and artifacts are tacit making it
difficult to leverage and develop theories of transdisciplinarity. Second SE has been exploring how to
develop SE theories to become a mature engineering discipline. Third disciplinary specialization has
dominated academic knowledge development resulting in less development of multiple disciplines systemic
aspects of knowledge. Artificial intelligence at broad level on other hand is an attempt to mimic the brain
making it transdisciplinary [8]. Developing software that requires knowledge systematic multiple disciplines
solutions thus is developed through learning from doing that is not as efficient and effective and knowledge
driven problem solving. The main argument for transdisciplinarity is that reductionism used to produce
disciplinary knowledge is good for problems requiring disciplinary knowledge but not problem requiring
systemic transdisciplinary solutions. All disciplines solving systemic problems require solutions that unify
knowledge. Transdisciplinary is not an antithesis of disciplinarily but a synthesis of transdisciplinarity
and systemism. Its leverages both disciplinary and transdisciplinary systemic knowledge [5, 8] based on
quantum duality [9]. Software engineering and artificial intelligence disciplines will be referred to as software
disciplines (SWD). The terms software, software discipline and software development from here be used to
refer to AI and SE, otherwise if referring to one of the disciplines they will be clarified.

Strategy aligns different engineering, business and computing research and practice activities to create
synergy. Organizations align their efforts and activities by their strategy and vision. The alignment
drives efforts and project in direction of vision making them complementary and cumulative. In same
way aligning SWD AI and SE transdisciplinary efforts and projects with transdiscipline will make them
complementary and cumulate in direction of achieving transdisciplinary vision. They will contribute
knowledge to transdisciplinary discipline as well as benefit from transdiscipline knowledge.

Developing software involves creating a software engineering (SE) or artificial intelligence (AI) domain
solution often for a different discipline problem domain. SE and AI are software disciplines (SWD). Some
problems from two disciplines are solved with transdisciplinary approaches, and others by disciplinary
approaches. Published literature shows SE and AI needs theories to become a mature engineering
disciplines’. To develop AI and SE system level theories transdisciplinary tacit knowledge needs to be
codified, systematized and relationships between transdisciplinary transdiscipline and software disciplines
or established.

Study objectives are to: identify tacit transdisciplinary AI and SE fields, methods, elements; discover
how they can be aligned with transdisciplinary and assess need for creating a transdisciplinary AI-SE
trans-field specializing in transdisciplinarity research and theory development.

The rest of paper is structured as follows: opportunities for interactions between transdisciplinarity AI,
SE and society section, infusing AI and SE transdisciplinary lenses section and towards a transdisciplinary
AI-SE trans-field section.
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2 Opportunities for Interactions between Transdisciplinarity AI, SE
and Society

Society needs transdisciplinary software engineers who are able to implement useful elements from other
disciplines in their products and services [10]. Software engineers are being trained to be artificial intelligence
engineers [11]. These AI-SE engineers are transdisciplinary interpreters for field of intelligent SE are prepared
to develop knowledge based software with SE and AI components. Intelligent SE field aims to make AI and
SE complementary [12, 13, 14] and has two sub-fields: SE for AI (SE4E) and AI for SE (AI4SE). Demand
Intelligent SE is increasing and is likely to increase exponentially in the near future. Intelligent System
Engineering aims to make system engineering (SYE) and AI complementary with two emerging areas: SYE
for AI (SYE4AI) and AI for SYE (AI4SYE) [15]. System engineering and SE are overlapping disciplines
and to intelligent areas will benefit from research and lessons learned from two disciplines. Human domain
knowledge can be used to develop AI techniques [12] and AI inspired design as inspiration for developing
human computation techniques. Human computations are intelligent systems for organizing humans to
carry out computation [16]. Any action, activity or phenomena that has inputs/causes and outputs/effects
is a kind of computation.

Software has become pervasive and affects all aspects of our lives. A transdisciplinary software trans-field
would unify knowledge from AI, SE fields, develop some transdisciplinary knowledge within intersection of
two disciplines and across disciplines, contribute knowledge to transdisciplinarity and enable unification of
knowledge for software development from different groups in society.

Software reuse has been one of promising areas to drastically reduce cost of software, however this has
largely focused on code and design patterns, but transdisciplinary can enable extending this to planning
and design software development activities and to disciplines. Bioinspired software design reuses biological
solutions like organism genetics in SE. Transdisciplinarity is based on idea of developing a solution once
and ideally using solution in all disciplines. Creating a software transdisciplinary trans-field specializing
in transdisciplinary research, theory and artifact development would make software disciplines better
contributors and beneficiaries of internally and externally developed transdisciplinary solutions. This
can ride on knowledge of movements trying to integrate transdisciplinarity in bioinspired design [17] and
mechatronics [18].

Software designers are few and most software projects don’t have designers. Design role has become
role of all software development professionals. In agile methods software development even customers
learn some design as they are active participants in all steps of project. Having a transdisciplinary SE
community would help developing knowledge, skills and reproduce and enhance them through interaction
[19]. Everyone designs. Mass innovation aims to provide design techniques to masses for innovation [20]
and grassroots innovation are innovations movements by ordinary people using everyday knowledge are
driven by transdisciplinarity. Transdisciplinary helps these two types of movements to move across, beyond
and between different types of boundaries, people and to unify different types of knowledge.

Mobile phones have become widely used making most society members mobile technology users.
Technology users have incredible capabilities and under the right circumstances want to do and act like
designers [21] transdisciplinarity provides good environment to achieve this. Software designers transport
and combine knowledge from multiple domains utilizing multiple skills they possess [22]. These knowledge
and skills is useful for transdisciplinary if they can be systemized and represented in transdisciplinary
language.

Transdisciplinary research has become integral part of innovation and solving problems in private,
public sectors and personal life by helping overcome mismatch between knowledge production in academia
and knowledge required to solve societal problems [23]. Transdisciplinarity acknowledges disciplines
(specialization) and provides means to overcome its shortcomings to meet societal needs [8]. Leveraging
transdisciplinary knowledge by Society increasingly depends on software.

Albert Einstein famous saying scientific way of forming concepts is not very different from every day
of forming concepts is same as notions and patterns of design that are fundamental and cut across all
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disciplines and provide insight and logic necessary to apply knowledge to any problem [24]. Ibid. assertion
has two implications for transdisciplinarity. The first is that design is transdisciplinary and the second is
that everyday concept formation used ordinary people and experts in areas outside their expertise can be
improved by transdisciplinarity. However differences identified in Einstein’s saying of their lacking systemic
choice of experimental methods, precision in concepts and conclusions must be remedied in transdisciplinary
process.

Most software engineers are likely to be receptive to transdisciplinarity because they frequently get
inspiration from other disciplines. Creating transdisciplinary trans-field would institutionalize and create a
community focusing on transdisciplinarity in computing.

3 Infusing Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence with
Transdisciplinarity Lenses

Aligning SE, AI and transdisciplinarity will make two disciplines and transdisciplinary knowledge more com-
plementary. Transdisciplinary methodology and theory aligned with AI-SE enables accumulation research
and knowledge by making external borrowing and adapting as well us internal AI-SE transdisciplinary
development.

3.1 Nature of Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence

SE is a discipline [25], divided into fields each dealing with subset of SE phenomena. It relies on concepts from
computer science, mathematics, natural science, engineering, social science, cognitive science, economics,
library science, general management, management science, political science [26] and artificial intelligence. AI
is a science and engineering discipline [27] divided into fields’ robotics, natural language processing, machine
learning, computer vision, automated reasoning, and knowledge representation [28]. In recent decades view
of AI as science that studies intelligence has been partially superseded by AI as engineering discipline
unifying with other computing discipline to integrate AI techniques [29]. AI based on concepts from
economics, general psychology, cognitive psychology, computer engineering, control theory and cybernetics,
linguistics, mathematics, neural science [28], expert systems and software engineering. AI is a computing
discipline although it is not included Institute of electronic, electronic engineers/ Association of computing
machinery (IEEE/ACM) computing disciplines curriculum. Transdisciplinarity is not only useful in solving
problems in different disciplines but also problems in domain and field silos within a discipline [8]. Creating
unified classification system within computing disciplines helps them share knowledge [30] and unifying
disciplines terminologies is important step to creating a transdisciplinary language.

Fields have been defined as divisions that correspond to a discipline [1]. Fields are parts of discipline
that have a subset of discipline’s core concepts. In addition to subset discipline’s core concepts, fields have
their unique core and none core concepts. Concepts are integrated into theories. SE is a system with
transdisciplinary and disciplinary subsystems (fields), while all AI fields are transdisciplinary. Examples
of transdisciplinary unified AI and SE fields are search based SE [31], intelligent SE [13] and design
patterns. SE has transdisciplinary field fragments with potential to develop into fields like TRIZ for
software consisting of a contradiction matrix [32] and inventive principles [33] and bioinspired SE. SE
and AI have community wide agreed knowledge, research methodologies, while fields have respective sub
communities. Theories are aggregated into fields that are accumulated into disciplines [1] and disciplines
are aggregated into academic body of knowledge.

AI psychology, design and philosophy transdisciplinarity is mind design [34]:

Mind design understands mind that is intellect and thinking needed by design to build what
works oriented towards structure and mechanism. AI Mind design attempts to construct
intelligent artifacts, systems with minds of their own. Mind design is psychology by reverse
engineering.
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AI transdisciplinary unifies all branches of knowledge [27]:

AI science can be described as “synthetic psychology”, “experimental philosophy”, or “com-
putational epistemology”. History of technology indicates humans have used technologies to
model themselves and several technologies such as computers and switching systems have been
proposed as technology metaphors of intelligence and mechanisms for modeling mind.

AI is transdisciplinary and has arguably had more profound impact on philosophy discourse than any
other discipline [29]. The building of intelligent robots with human like characteristics and artificial life,
creating synthetic biology and synthetic psychology are other examples. While bioinspired design has
been inspiring other disciplines, synthetic biology was inspired by synthetic chemistry and discipline of
synthetic biology is interdisciplinary [35] Closer interaction of AI and transdisciplinary transdiscipline can
be designed to benefit both.

AI will possibly create an artificial transdisciplinarity. AI has grumbled with some practical questions of
philosophical concern like what makes a machine more intelligent the knowledge contains or the inference
mechanism (thinking) it uses [36, 37] (Feigenbaum 1985 cited by Patterson 1990) and why does probability
works [28]. AI combines human knowledge in unusual in ways breaking other disciplinary conventions by
mixing knowledge of different organisms and disciplines [38]. This makes AI an innovative discipline.

Computing landscape consists of theory, practice and application continuum with SE at the center
consisting of equal theory, practice and application [39]. Dawson et al. didn’t include AI in continuum; AI
would be placed in adjacent position to SE with some overlap. Comparison of a method from engineering
design, SE and service design found that design is independent of domain [40]. Design approaches like design
thinking and design science are used in science, engineering and social science disciplines. When an approach
is used in several disciplines creating a transdisciplinary approach enables sharing of knowledge, experience
and lessons learned between the disciplines. Computing Design science methods are transdisciplinary within
computing disciplines and some beyond.

3.2 Need for Transdisciplinary Approaches
AI and SE lack general theories or discipline level theories, but they have many theory fragments and SE
has recently developed specialized developed theories. Several specialized theories can be synthesized to
create generalized theory. SE has theory fragments with potential to be developed into theories [41] also
called micro-theories. Software engineers start developing novel software inventions and innovations any way
they manage, knowledge experience gained is codified, systematized and then used to develop theories [42].
The general pattern of engineering theory development starts by creating concepts; that are then partially
linked to create theory fragments and further development may create unified general theories. IEEE
Software engineering body of knowledge (SWEBOK) [43] is a large collection of micro-theories [44] that
are widely accepted by SE community. SE, SWEBOK and AI have no micro-theories for innovation and
transdisciplinary indicating their innovation and transdisciplinarity is tacit. SWEBOK has micro theories
for software design, management, process, construction, professional group dynamics and psychology,
economics, and computing foundations: problem solving techniques, programming, programming languages,
compiler construction, human factors; mathematical and engineering [43]. SWEBOK is most comprehensive
source of software engineering knowledge.

There is increasing transdisciplinary research in information systems (IS). Kroeze et al. aligned
information system with transdisciplinary perspective by reviewing transdisciplinary concepts relevant to IS
and argued it would advance information systems. Multidimensionality of information system object is main
tenet of transdisciplinary approach, that is acknowledged by several IS researchers [46]. Multidimensionality
is key feature of computing disciplines including AI and SE especially because of their multidimensional
knowledge. SE borrows from IS because of their shared similarity [47]. IEEE/ACM curriculum captures
similarity of computing disciplines making it possible to extend Hall and Rapanotti assertion applies to all
computing disciplines. AI is a computing discipline though it is not included as IEEE/ACM computing
disciplines but one of its topics research methodologies is part of all IEEE/ACM computing disciplines.
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The strong connection between computing disciplines including AI allow Hall and Rapanotti assertion of
SE of borrowing from IS based on similarity and Kroeze et al. aligning IS and transdisciplinarity as way of
advancing IS applicable to these computing disciplines especially AI that is transdisciplinary. Computing
disciplines borrows and uses solutions from other disciplines and then develops a computing specific solution
[48]. With islands of transdisciplinarity in AI, SE and IS computing research is ready to start carrying out
transdisciplinary research including developing a computing trans-field.

In SE literature innovation theory based publications are rare and are rarer in AI. However recently
design science [49, 50] and design thinking research and innovation methods [51, 52] that are innovation
theory based are being introduced in SE but methods have not gained wide spread acceptance. Design
science research frameworks have also been introduced in AI expert system development [53]. Design science
and other research methods are used in information systems, computer science, information technology and
computer engineering [48] these includes Artificial intelligence as being emphasized in computer engineering,
computer science and information systems [43] while emphasis was low in Software engineering and IT
in 2005 when research was published the emphasis has increased in information technology and SE as
well as SE in AI. Aligning SE and AI research with design science and innovation methods will make two
disciplines innovation and research activities more scientific [50]. In similar way study proposes aligning
SE, AI and transdisciplinarity to aid in AI-SE transdisciplinary theory development. Transdisciplinary
transdiscipline can provide innovation theory, help in integrating some SE and AI micro-theories towards
creating a unified computing transdisciplinary theory.

SE avoids reinvention by reusing knowledge and some developed software artifacts in developing new
software systems to reduce software cost and increase reliability. It also invests more resources to develop
artifacts that can be reused in future products and services. Transdisciplinary is based on similar but
broader idea of “develop once use everywhere” by developing transdisciplinary unified solutions to be
ideally use by all disciplines, saving on efforts of reinventing solutions repeatedly in different disciplines.
Transdisciplinary solutions provide promise of becoming more reliable than disciplinary solutions by being
examined from more perspectives by potentially larger communities. Thus transdisciplinary knowledge
unification as broader generalization of SE knowledge reuse.

Disciplinary knowledge has reached its limits with far reaching consequences for culture, science and
social life, limits that can be overcome by transdisciplinarity [9]. SE and SE research and development create
knowledge and technologies needed now and in future. Self-transcending knowledge transcends current
and future knowledge [54]. Leveraging future knowledge for innovation involves tacit to self-transcending
and self-transcending to tacit [55] transdisciplinary conversions. Two perspectives of transdisciplinary
are Zurich that is based on mode 2 innovations and Nicolescuian that is based on quantum physics
[56]. Software disciplines innovation is based on tacit mode 1 and tacit mode 2 because they have no
explicit innovation and transdisciplinary theory. Mode1 is innovation within discipline, while mode 2 is
transdisciplinary innovation involving knowledge and stakeholders in and beyond science and technology
communities [57]. Mode 3 innovations combines mode 1, mode 2, national innovation system, sectorial
innovation systems, cluster innovation system, triple helix, linear and nonlinear innovation models with
people, culture, technology acting as glue that accelerates interaction between creativity and innovation
[58] based on Nicolescu quantum duality. Design science research frameworks combine Mode 1 and mode 2
innovation to address problems with both research and practice dimensions. Mode 3 is transdisciplinary
unifying innovation approaches and is suitable for new innovation movements like grassroots innovation.

SE has transdisciplinary foundations of systems, computing, management, engineering, economics,
systems, cognition, linguistics and mathematics [59]. Mechatronics requires a transdisciplinary method-
ology to systematically unify knowledge within constituent disciplines [18]. Transdisciplinarity studies
phenomena from unconventional angles, organizes knowledge beyond disciplines [60] and cross fertilizes
different perspectives [61] in ways that increase creation and utilization of knowledge by different disciplines.
Computing and engineering disciplines with significant tacit transdisciplinary characteristics are: artificial
intelligence [8] mechatronics, Bioinspired design, and Nano technology. Other computing disciplines
software engineering, information systems, information technology and computer engineering have compo-
nents with some transdisciplinary tacit knowledge and other component have potential to benefit from
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acquiring transdisciplinary characteristics. Computing disciplines can learn from mechatronic experiences
of introducing transdisciplinary methodology and from artificial intelligence tacit transdisciplinary. AI
transdisciplinary tacit knowledge can be codified to make knowledge easy to leverage and adopt by other
disciplines. According Science and engineering cycle codification of knowledge is a key step of science,
engineering computing knowledge and experience development [42]. This key step has been skipped in
transdisciplinary computing activities resulting slow computing transdisciplinary theory and experience
development.

Design education needs to be infused with transdisciplinarity lens to prepare students for real world
problem solving [62] with goal of making them transdisciplinary designers. This is necessary in developing
and developed countries. Design education applies to design disciplines and disciplines with design fields like
SE and AI. Introducing transdisciplinary lens or aligning transdisciplinarity are alternative ways towards
increasing transdisciplinary orientation in disciplines. Technology following and catch-up entities need
transdisciplinarity design to build their technology and innovation capabilities.

Systemism is driving a paradigm shift that aligns disciplines into an enduring transdisciplinary endeavor
[63]. Systemism conceptualizes and organizes things, knowledge, theories and fields as systems [64]. Fields
are parts of a discipline system that work together to achieve discipline’s objective. Disciplines complement
each other for sake of system of systems body of knowledge [63] similar to fields complementing each other
for unity of discipline’s body of knowledge. Transdisciplinarity aims to make best ideas from different
disciplines sharable through creating transdisciplinary research models, frameworks and knowledge [10].
Transdisciplinary unification creates economy of scale as researchers from different disciplines share problems
and create solutions together that benefits fields and disciplines.

Ontology is what exists and is the foundation of epistemology that deals what exists. Transdisciplinary
emergentism is ontological super structure of epistemological integrationism [63]. Complex interaction of
system parts causes emergence of system behavior. Knowledge across, between and beyond disciplines
should interact in ways that result in emergence of desired properties. Transdisciplinary enables researchers
to move beyond their disciplinary ontology and epistemology to be able to address complex problems through
open ontology and epistemology that that allows high level knowledge synthesis [45]. Transdisciplinary is
moving beyond at macro disciplines level, meso fields’ level; micro ontology and micro epistemology levels.

Transformational social, political, technical, and economic and innovation knowledge, pluralism, norms
and system knowledge [65, 66] interact in different ways determined by nature of problem to drive
transdisciplinary research [66] and innovation by continuously discovering and learning how to integrate
disciplines knowledge [67]. Transdisciplinary orientation corrects knowledge mismatches between academic
production of knowledge and knowledge required to solve societal problems [68] by Exploring what is
between intersections of people, knowledge, technology enables going between to go beyond [69] by using
leveraging weak ties between them [70]. Weak ties present opportunities for discoveries that can lead to
innovation.

Exploring unknown by going beyond can spark intergeneretivity thinking that engages multiple differ-
ences such as age, knowledge, experience, culture, indigenous and global connections to create new futures
and discover new interconnectedness between human and non-humans [69] by leveraging social, knowledge,
functional, cultural and organization distances between people [71]. Transdisciplinary Transdiscipline and
biological genetics cross hybridize material across different disciplines or organisms to bear fruits in all of
them [10]. Transdisciplinary allows access to a large collection of principles; methods and practices from
different disciplines that design approaches combine in new ways to produce novel or improved solutions
[72]. Hybridizing, exploring crossing, between and beyond are core transdisciplinary principles that are
applicable to SE.

4 Towards a Transdisciplinarity AI-SE Trans-field

Tacit transdisciplinary knowledge SE developed artifacts are science and engineering cycle (SEC) [42],
design patterns [8] and Unified Modeling Language (UML). SEC is transdisciplinary learning through
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doing, research and development computing, science, engineering and disciplines of artificial cycle AI
being an engineering discipline uses this cycle. Exploratory programming [73] was first developed in
AI but currently is being developed in SE and AI, while design science was developed in engineering.
Both methods are transdisciplinary and are currently being developed in parallel in both disciplines. All
these AI and SE artifacts are based on tacit knowledge and experience no explicit knowledge codified or
transdisciplinary theory adopted by these disciplines. UML is being used in computing, engineering and
business. People trained in more than one discipline are able to interpret different disciplinary languages [8]
and assists transdisciplinary developers by being intermediaries between different disciplines. Some amount
of transdisciplinary knowledge and experience is an added advantage when developing transdisciplinary
artifacts.

Transdisciplinary universal methods are universal design theory [74], product development [75], product
development cycle [76] created outside computing and designed for developing technologies in many
disciplines including AI and SE. Among these methods only Savšek et al. makes explicit transdisciplinary
theory. Ness 1997 proposed developing a transdisciplinary empirical engineering method for engineering
and software engineering. These methods synthesize product development knowledge and transdisciplinary
in a way that combines their strength in a way that increases productivity. Software engineers adopting
and using these methods face the challenge of mastering disciplinary terminology and languages they are
represented in. Transdisciplinary methods are less recognized because they use concepts not recognized
in participating disciplines and require simultaneous combination of knowledge from several disciplines
[75]. Other transdisciplinary methods are represented in disciplinary languages that are incomprehensible
by disciplines that don’t use the terminologies. This can be solved by standardizing and popularizing
transdisciplinary language and representing all methods in a transdisciplinary language. Transdisciplinarity
is a creative language that can help establish bridges between disciplines, fields and meanings [78]. The
bridges make it easy to adopt and use of transdisciplinary knowledge and methods by participating
disciplines.

Artificial intelligence (AI) transdisciplinary basic studies and research projects have led to ground
breaking theories and technology innovations [79], due to AI being transdisciplinary, bioinspired design
[8] and Meta transdisciplinary discipline. AI product and service designers are transdisciplinarians who
synthesize human knowledge from different disciplines in ways not constrained by disciplinary boundaries
with results observed to perplex philosophers and linguists [38]. SE transforms human knowledge into
executable code [8] that’s incapable of reasoning. AI on other hand transforms human knowledge into
executable code capable of reasoning with program stored knowledge. AI uses cognitive brain model nature
laws to bench mark what it can do and or not do [79] and Turing machine model. Other AI biological
models are genetic model and ant colony model. AI has many years of experience codifying human explicit
and tacit expertise in building expert systems. This experience would aid in codifying knowledge in the
two engineering disciplines.

Design practice has transcended different design boundaries to become transdisciplinary which has
transformed conventional product development from mono-disciplinary to highly transdisciplinary and
designers from different disciplines perform similar tasks but use different terminologies [80]. A trans-
disciplinary terminology can make collaboration of designers from different discipline easier. AI and SE
designers have explicit and tacit disciplinary knowledge and tacit transdisciplinary knowledge. Providing
SE and AI designers with transdisciplinary theory, explicit knowledge and methods would provide means
for them to leverage transdisciplinarity. Most craft technology developers are not designers but are likely
to significantly benefit most from creation of a transdisciplinary environment.

Intelligent SE is a new field with two goals creating intelligent solutions for SE and creating SE solutions
for AI [13]. Complementarity between AI and SE presents opportunity for hybridizing AI techniques and SE
processes [81]. Transdisciplinary innovation and methods accelerate divergent thinking. Transdisciplinarity
improves creating minimum viable products by software startups through enabling them navigate challenges
[81] like lack of capital, manpower and saleable product. Single owner software startups have to be
transdisciplinary since the owner performs all functions in relevant disciplines of: SE, innovation, business
and accounting best handled by unifying knowledge.
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Training software engineers to be AI engineers is viable and there is need of AI engineers that combine
SE skills and machine learning skills, who can be trained by building AI skills on their software engineering
education foundations [11]. AI engineering and SE have same research agenda to develop tools, techniques,
frameworks and best practices that practitioners use to build production ready systems [82]. Two
disciplines research agenda can use analogy to converge their interests in AI-SE trans-field. SE agile
software development methods can be adapted by orienting them towards exploration and research to
develop AI systems [83]. AI based systems are software systems with SE and at least one AI component are
becoming pervasive in society; however there is limited synthesized SE knowledge for building such systems
[14]. AI and SE have been intertwined since their beginning with tools of each discipline being used in
other, with increasing application of SE techniques in AI and vice versa for example intelligent techniques
in agile software development [84]. SE community exploits emerging areas of research and practice through
creating synergies between AI and SE [85]. Software engineers are concerned with complexity while machine
learning systems developers are concerned with lack of knowledge of architecture and design patterns [86].
The problem of each discipline has solved by other, but solutions are difficult to use because they are not
transdisciplinary. Organizations use internal and external knowledge to determine intelligent techniques to
use in developing ISE solutions [87]. Transforming knowledge to products requires crossing organizational
and disciplinary boundaries.

Technical singularity is hypothesized as situation where AI self-improving programs would cause
intelligence explosion that yields intelligence exceeding [88] (Nicolescu 2017:155). While currently this
hypothesis for design fiction movies, equivalent to accepting self-driving cars in beginnings of AI, some
seeming impossible hypothesis, sometimes get to become intermediate impossible as it seems now with
technology singularity, if AI improvement continues at same rate, it could become reality. The AI-SE
trans-field research should have following transdisciplinary characteristics: shared concepts, tools and
methods to solve semi structured and ill structured research problems, build bridges between natural
science, social science, humanities and Engineering and enable strong collaboration between AI and SE
disciplines and beyond [89]. Bridges would aid knowledge and solutions flow between these disciplines
which is catalyst for innovation.

Scope and boundaries of disciplines are set based by limits of human professional life span, human
memory capacity and brain processing capability. These determine what a professional can learn and
practice effectively in one’s community of knowledge in a life time.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

Literature review was used to identify transdisciplinarity software engineering and artificial intelligence
fields, methods, elements, discover how SE and AI can be aligned with transdisciplinary and an AI-SE
trans-field specializing in transdisciplinarity research and theory development. Several software fields and
field fragments were identified including one at intersection of AI and SE: intelligent SE that has merged with
search based SE. Transdisciplinary methods applicable to software development were identified both within
AI and SE and those developed from other disciplines. The challenge of adopting and using transdisciplinary
software methods developed outside the two disciplines is dealing in disciplinary language representation
that is hindrance to adoption. Transdisciplinary language representation can make these methods easier
to adopt by AI and SE engineers. Transdisciplinary language would ensure learning all transdisciplinary
methods require learning transdisciplinary language once and then when adopting other methods adopter
will method specific issues. One problem of AI and SE transdisciplinarity artifacts including methods
is lack theory and codification of innovation and transdisciplinary knowledge. Transdisciplinary theory
can support mode 2 and mode 3 software disciplines innovations and aid their maturing as engineering
disciplines.

The main goal of transdisciplinarity is to unify knowledge which makes constituent knowledge comple-
mentary. Aligning AI and SE with transdisciplinarity makes it easier to use transdisciplinary knowledge
within the disciplines, develop their intersections and some transdisciplinary knowledge internally. AI
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can contribute to computing and engineering transdisciplinarity development because its foundations are
intelligence and experience of mixing knowledge from biology and psychology and other disciplines validated
through building machines that work.

Mechatronics has transcending identity [18] it interacts, overlaps with SE. Both are based on transcending
identity aiding sharing their transdisciplinary experiences. Creating the AI-SE trans-field would be a first
step towards creating a computing transdisciplinary trans-field. This fits within computing disciplines
pattern of first adopting and using an approach borrowed from outside computing and then creating
a computing approach [48]. Because of interrelated nature of SE, information systems and computer
science they should share knowledge [30] through transdisciplinarity. Interrelatedness extends to artificial
intelligence and other computing disciplines.

Most SE research is not usable in industrial practice [90] and they is need for philosophy of SE
interdisciplinary discourse between philosophically minded software engineers, other engineers, professional
philosophers and social scientists [91]. Transdisciplinary philosophy can explore foundations of SE and AI.
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